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principle! in! favor! of! values! associated! with! the! market.! Knowledge,! education! and!
credentialism!have!become!highly!desirable! in!the! information!age,!but!treating!them!as!
tradable!commodities!has!profound!repercussions!for!what!is!taught!and!how!it!is!taught.!







                                            
!This!paper!is!part!of!a!larger!study!of!the!impact!of!neoliberalism!on!the!legal!academy.!It!was!formerly!published!
in! the!Legal!Education!Review! Journal! in!2007.! ! I!acknowledge! the! financial!support!of! the!Australian!Research!
Council,!which!enabled!interviews!to!be!conducted!with!a!range!of!academics!in!all!Australian!and!New!Zealand!
public! university! law! schools,! together! with! selected! law! schools! in! the! UK! and! Canada.! !Warm! thanks! are!
extended! to! Dr.! Jan! Doust! for! assisting! with! the! conduct! of! interviews! and! Dr.! Chris! Atmore! for! research!
assistance.!See,!Margaret!Thornton,!Among!the!Ruins:!Law!in!the!Neo"Liberal!Academy,!!20!WINDSOR!YEARBOOK!OF!
ACCESS!TO!JUSTICE!3!(2001);!Margaret!Thornton,!The!Demise!of!Diversity! in!Legal!Education:!Globalisation!and!the!
New! Knowledge! Economy,! ! 8! INTERNATIONAL! JOURNAL! OF! THE! LEGAL! PROFESSION! 37! (2001);! Margaret! Thornton,!
Corrosive! Leadership! (Or! Bullying! by! Another! Name):! A! Corollary! of! the! Corporatised! Academy?,! AUSTRALIAN!
JOURNAL! OF! LABOUR! LAW! 161! (2004);!Margaret! Thornton,! Neo"liberal!Melancholia:! The! Case! of! Feminist! Legal!
Scholarship,!!20!AUSTRALIAN!FEMINIST!LAW!JOURNAL!7!(2004);!Margaret!Thornton,!The!Idea!of!the!University!and!the!





WORKING! KNOWLEDGE:! THE!NEW! VOCATIONALISM! AND!HIGHER! EDUCATION,! ! 99! (Colin! Symes! and! John!McIntyre! eds.,!
2000).!The!greater!prestige!of!vocational!courses!is!by!no!means!new.!Dunbabin!states!that!this!was!also!the!case!
as! far!back!as! the!13th!Century.!See! Jean!Dunbabin,!Universities!c.!1150! "!c.!1350! in!THE! IDEA!OF!A!UNIVERSITY,!34!
(David!Smith!and!Anne!Karin!Langslow!eds.,!1999).!!




a!way! that! supports! the!market.! I!will!briefly! illustrate! the!way! the! transformation!has!
occurred!and!consider!its!effect!on!legal!education.!!
!
This! study! is! based! on! interviews! with! academics! in! Australian! public! university! law!
schools.! Interviews! were! conducted! with! up! to! six! academics! from! each! school.3!
Participants! included!both!senior!and! junior,!and!male!and! female!academics,!as!well!as!
the! dean! or! head! of! the! school.! They!were! asked! to! comment! on! their! perception! of!
change! within! the! legal! academy! since! the! Dawkins! reforms! in! 1988! with! respect! to!
curriculum,!pedagogy! and! research,! as!well! as! the! student!body! and! their!own! lives! as!
academics.! Participants! are! referred! to! generically! by! position,! and! law! schools! by!
classification,! in!order! to!maintain! confidentiality.!The! typology!of! schools! includes! four!
classifications!according!to!age.!They!are!the!Sandstones!(the!original!State!university!law!







Under! neoliberalism,! increasingly! equated! with! its! extreme! form! of! market!
fundamentalism,5!higher!education!has!been!reconceptualized!as!a!private!good!for!which!
users!pay.6!Students!choose!their!educational!‘product’!according!to!the!brand!name!of!a!
                                            
2! The! ramifications!of! consumerism! in!higher!education!are!explored! in!Patty!Kamvounias!and! Sally!Varnham,!
Getting!what!they!paid!for:!Consumer!Rights!of!Students!in!Higher!Education!!15!GRIFFITH!LAW!REVIEW!306!(2006).!
3!Interviews!were!not!conducted!at!La!Trobe!University,!where!I!was!employed!at!the!time.!
4! I! have! adapted! the! typology! of! Simon! Marginson! and! Mark! Considine,! The! Enterprise! University:! Power,!






1988.!Research!was! conducted! in! the! following!Australian! law! schools:! Sandstones! –!Universities!of!Adelaide,!
Melbourne,! Queensland,! Sydney,! Tasmania! and!Western! Australia;! Redbricks! –! ANU,!Monash,! New! England,!
UNSW;! 3rd!Generation! –! James! Cook,!Deakin,! Flinders,!Griffith,!Macquarie,!Murdoch,!Newcastle,!Wollongong;!
News! –! Charles! Darwin,! QUT,! Southern! Cross,! University! of! Canberra,! UTS,! UWS! and! Victoria! University.!




on! a! 10"point! disciplinary! scale! (See! Australia,! Department! of! Education,! Science! and! Technology!
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university,!rather!than!according!to!the!excellence!of!the!education.!It!is!believed!that!the!
brand!name!associated!with!credentialism!will!enable! the!graduate! to!compete! for!high!
rewards!within!a!volatile!labor!market.!The!high!cost!of!a!university!education,!whether!in!
the!form!of!HECS!(Higher!Education!Contribution!Scheme)!or!full!fees,!also!has!the!effect!of!
encouraging! students! to! pursue! highly! remunerative! careers! on! the! corporate! track! in!




I! emphasize! that! the! central! role! now! being! played! by! the!market! in! higher! education!
emanates! from! government! policy;! there! is! no! invisible! hand! at!work! here.! The! vastly!




one! prong! of! the! new! strategy.11! The! former! colleges! of! advanced! education! (teaching!
institutions! that! did! not! conduct! research)!were! declared! to! be! universities! overnight.!
Despite!the!dramatic!expansion! in!the!higher!education!sector!that!resulted,!government!




7! In! Australia,! a! government"initiated! loans! scheme! covers! both! government"funded! (FEE"HECS)! and! full"fee!
places! (FEE"HELP).! The! loans! scheme! enables! students! to!begin! repayment!only!when! their! income! reaches! a!
certain! threshold,! currently! approximately! AUD$36,000.! The! money! is! then! recovered! through! the! taxation!
system.!This!loans!system!(euphemistically!termed!a!‘contribution’)!has!softened!the!impact!of!the!shift!from!free!























policy! direction,! universities! now! face! competition! from! non"traditional! producers! and!
purveyors! of! knowledge.! The! shift! from! state! responsibility! to! the!market! includes! the!
opening! up! of! higher! education! to! for"profit! providers.13! Far! from! feeling! the! need! to!
continue! to! safeguard! the! idea! of! ‘the! public’! in! the! public! university,! neoliberal!
governments!have!no!compunction!in!exposing!universities!to!the!full!force!of!the!market!
by! fostering! competition!within! the! sector.! In! this! regard,! the! federal!Government! has!
followed! the! recommendations! of! the! Hilmer! Report! on! competition! policy.14! The!
introduction! of! for"profit! providers! of! higher! education! is! a! dramatic! development! for,!
until!recently,!Australian!universities!were!exclusively!not"for"profit! institutions.15!That! is,!
they! represented! the!mainstay! of! the! public! good.! The! new! for"profit! institutions!may!
come!from!anywhere!in!the!world,!which!points!to!the!linkage!between!globalization!and!
neoliberalism.!In!this!regard,!Australia!is!emulating!the!‘Washington!Consensus,’!whereby!
the! United! States! has! actively! promoted! two! powerful! international! agencies! in!




The! licensing!and! franchising!of!courses! foreshadows! the!establishment!of!multinational!
for"profit!universities,!in!the!hope!that!substantial!profits!might!be!made!by!selling!mass"
produced!education!globally.! If!offered!electronically,!the! infrastructural!costs!of!delivery!





Accreditation! Processes! for! Australian! Higher! Education,! (2005)! available! at:! http://www.dest.gov.au/NR/!
rdonlyres/72F201EE"4D84"442F"9E92"C6968A27C818/2548/building_diversity.pdf.!
14! Independent!Committee!of! Inquiry! into!Competition!Policy! in!Australia,!National!Competition!Policy! (Hilmer!
Report)!(1993).!The!recommendations!were!incorporated!into!legislation!soon!afterwards.!See!Competition!Policy!
Reform!Act!1995! (Cth).!For!a! thoroughgoing! critique!of!competition!policy! in! the!context!of! the!contemporary!





















standardization,! aphoristically! referred! to! as! ‘McDonaldisation’,18! induces! a! lowest!










for!student!places.!The! legal! labor!market!has!expanded!because! lawyers!typify!the!new!
                                            
17! SHEILA! SLAUGHTER! AND! LARRY! L.! LESLIE,!ACADEMIC! CAPITALISM,! POLITICS,! POLICIES! AND! THE! ENTREPRENEURIAL!UNIVERSITY!
(1997).!
18!GEORGE! RITZER,! THE!MCDONALDIZATION! OF! SOCIETY:! AN! INVESTIGATION! INTO! THE! CHANGING!NATURE! OF! CONTEMPORARY!
SOCIETY!(2000).!
19!See!e.g.,!BILL!READINGS,!THE!UNIVERSITY!IN!RUINS!(1996);!Tony!Coady!(ed.),!WHY!UNIVERSITIES!MATTER:!A!CONVERSATION!
ABOUT!VALUES,!MEANS!AND!DIRECTIONS! (2000);! Simon!Cooper,! John!Hinkson!and!Geoff! Sharp! (eds.),!SCHOLARS!AND!
ENTREPRENEURS!(2002).!!
20!Exceptions! include,!Vivienne!Brand,!Decline! in! the!Reform!of!Law!Teaching?:!The! Impact!of!Policy!Reforms! in!
Tertiary! Education,!10! Legal! Education!Review!109! (1999);!Richard!Collier,! “We’re!All! Socio"Legal!Now?”! Legal!
Education,!Scholarship!and!the!“Global!Knowledge!Economy”!–!Reflections!on!the!UK!Experience,!26!SYDNEY!LAW!
REVIEW! 503(2004);! Nickolas! J! James,! Power"Knowledge! in! Australian! Legal! Education:! Corporatism’s! Reign,! 26!
SYDNEY! LAW!REVIEW! 587(2004);!Andrew!Goldsmith,!Why! should! Law!matter?! Towards!a!Clinical!Model!of! Legal!
Education,!25!UNIVERSITY!OF!NEW!SOUTH!WALES!LAW!JOURNAL!721(2002);!Richard!Collier,!The!Changing!University!and!
the!(Legal)!Academic!Career!"!Rethinking!the!Relationship!between!Women,!Men!and!the!‘Private!Life’!of!the!Law!
School,!22!LEGAL!STUDIES!1(2002);!See,! supra,!18;!Harry!Arthurs,!The!World! turned!upside!down:!Are!Changes! in!
Political! Economy! and! Legal! Practice! transforming! Legal! Education! and! Scholarship,! or! Vice! Versa?,! 8!
INTERNATIONAL!JOURNAL!OF!THE!LEGAL!PROFESSION!11(2001);!W.!Wesley!Pue,!Globalization!and!Legal!Education:!Views!
from!the!Outside"in,!8!INTERNATIONAL!JOURNAL!OF!THE!LEGAL!PROFESSION!87(2001).!




and!the! international! levels.!Maureen!Cain’s!description!of! lawyers!as!the! ‘par!excellence!
institutional!inventors’21!captures!their!centrality!to!a!dynamic!global!market!economy.!!
!
The! demand! for! law! places! is! dramatically! illustrated! by! the! fact! that! in! less! than! two!
decades!#!since!the!creation!of!the!unified!system!of!higher!education!#!the!number!of!law!
schools! in! Australia! has! increased! from! twelve! to! thirty! two,!with!more!waiting! in! the!









thereby! rendering! them!dispensable.! In! addition,!broad! interdisciplinary! and! theoretical!
understandings! of! legal! studies! that! encompass! a! critical! component,! such! as! legal!
philosophy,! jurisprudence! or! sociology! of! law,! have! become! increasingly!marginalized.!
Critique! entails! a! refusal! to! accept! the! objects! of! knowledge! as! unproblematic;! it!
                                            
21! Maureen! Cain,! The! Symbol! Traders! in! LAWYERS! IN! A! POSTMODERN! WORLD:! TRANSLATION! AND! TRANSGRESSION!
31(Maureen!Cain!and!Christine!B.!Harrington!eds.,!1994).!
22! The!University!of! South!Australia! is! the!most! recent! to! announce! the! establishment!of!a! law! school.!Other!
jurisdictions!have!also!experienced!a!notable!increase.!The!UK,!which!ended!its!binary!system!in!1992,!had!85!law!
schools! in! 2000,! compared!with! 48! in! 1975.! See! Anthony! Bradney! and! Fiona! Cownie,! British! University! Law!
Schools! in! the!Twenty"first!Century! in,!LAW’S!FUTURE(S):!BRITISH!LEGAL!DEVELOPMENTS! IN!THE!21ST!CENTURY!1"2! (David!
Hayton! ed.,!2000).! In! contrast,!both!New! Zealand! and!Canada!have! remained! static,!with! five!and!21! schools!
respectively.!





25! Id.!These! figures!do!not! include!students!enrolled! in!the!Legal!Practitioners!Admission!Board!course!which! is!
offered! in!association!with! the!Law!Extension!Committee!of! the!University!of!Sydney!and!awards!a!Diploma!of!
Law! that! is! recognized! for! the! purposes! of! admission.! In! 2006,! there! were! 2,594! students! enrolled,!
<http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lawlink/lpab/ll_lpab.nsf/vwFiles/Pass%20Fail%20stats%20Sept%202006.pdf/$fil
e/Pass%20Fail%20stats%20Sept%202006.pdf>!at!8!December!2007.!
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recognizes! that! doubts! always! exist.26! Critique! can! be! discomfiting! because! it! has! the!
potential! to! illuminate! the! dark! underside! of! laws! that! sustain! global! capitalism,! for!
example.27! The! shift! in! favor! of! offerings! concerned! primarily! with! the! market! and!
vocationalism28!means! that! the! liberal! facets!of!the! law!school,!which!the! legal!academy!




history! and! liberal! law! reform! also.! It!might! be! noted! that! universities,! particularly! the!
newer!ones,!are!promoting!the!relationship!between!law!and!business,!as!though!it!were!
natural,!as!may!be!seen!by!the!propensity!to!amalgamate!schools!of!law!with!business!and!
management! in!restructured!mega"faculties.! I! interpolate!here!that!not!all! law!graduates!
go! into! traditional! legal! practice,! and! certainly! not! corporate! law,! despite! the!
pervasiveness!of!the!business!rhetoric.32!
!





school! in!Britain.33!Although!the! ‘liberal’!descriptor! is!not!normally!used! in!the!Australian!







28! Nickolas! James! identifies! six! discourses,! or! ideologies,! underpinning! Australian! legal! education,! namely,!
doctrinalism,! vocationalism,! corporatism,! liberalism,! pedagogicalism! and! radicalism.! Each! discourse! is! an!
expression!of!power! in!perpetual!competition!with! the!others! for!dominance.!See!Nickolas! J.! James,!Australian!
Legal!Education!and!the!Instability!of!Critique,!(2004)!28!MELBOURNE!UNIVERSITY!LAW!REVIEW!375.!
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context,!the!phenomenon!described!by!Bradney!approximates!the!broader!approach!that!
began! to!emerge! in! various! forms! in! the!1970s.!Nevertheless,! the! role!of! the!admitting!
authorities! always! constrains! what! is! taught! because! admission! to! practice! involves!
certification!as!to!knowledge!of!doctrine,!not!knowledge!of!jurisprudence,!radical!critique!
or! the! social! context! in!which! law! is! located.! The! optional! nature! of! these! discourses!
reduces!them!to!the!status!of!dispensable!‘frills’!that!a!lecturer!may!include!or!discard!at!
will.!The!role!of!admitting!authorities!has!ensured!that!doctrinalism!remains!a!constant!in!






time!of! the!Pearce!Report! in!1987,36! a!watershed! in!Australian! legal!education,!we! see!
acceptance!of!the!view!that! law!should!at! least!be!taught! in! its!social!context!and!that!a!
critical! pedagogy! was! desirable.! This! represented! a! sharp! reaction! against! the! sterile!
doctrinalism! of! the! past,37! although! there! was! confusion! as! to! just! what! ought! to! be!
included! in!the!curriculum.38!An! increased! interest! in! identity!politics,!diversity!and!social!
theory,!including!feminist,!postmodern!and!postcolonial!perspectives,!caused!a!new!cluster!
of! subjects! to!appear.39!These!understandings!of! law! sometimes!moved! from!margin! to!
mainstream! in!the! form!of!perspectives!on! law! in!a!foundational!course.!The!aim!was!to!
sensitize!students! to!new!ways!of! thinking!about!social! justice,!power!and! ‘the!other’! in!
society.! There!was! also! a! consciousness! that! students! should! be! educated! rather! than!
merely!trained.!Indeed,!the!Pearce!Report!engendered!the!idea!that!the!law!degree!was!to!
be! the! ‘new!Arts!degree’,!but! the! sway!of! the!professional!underpinnings!of! the!degree!
may!have!been!underestimated.40!
!
                                            
34! !Nickolas! James,!Australian! Legal! Education!and! the! Instability!of!Critique,!2,!375!MELBOURNE!UNIVERSITY! LAW!
REVIEW!(2004)!.!See!also!the!essays!in!Goldring,!Sampford!and!Simmonds,!supra!note!29.!
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In! light! of! law’s! responsiveness! to! contemporary! socio"political! trends,! it! is! perhaps!
unsurprising! to! find! that! there!has!been! something!of! a! resiling! from! social! justice! and!
critique!to!accommodate!the!market!turn.! In!fact,!the!critical!space!began!to!contract!at!
the!very!moment! the!practices!of! the!market!became!more! insistent.41!As!neoliberalism!
established!itself!as!the!dominant!political!philosophy,!a!constellation!of!subjects!believed!
to! facilitate! the! market,! including! advanced! contract,! corporations,! trade! practices,!
competition!policy,! intellectual!property!and!taxation! law,!taught!from!a!doctrinal!rather!
than!a!critical!perspective,!were!favored.!Sandra!Rodgers!notes!in!regard!to!Canadian!legal!
education! how! social! liberal! discourse! was! similarly! replaced! with! the! ‘vocabulary! of!
business’.42!Of!course,!a!market!economy!has!always!privileged!subjects!oriented!towards!
commerce! and! property,! a! leaning! that! received! a! boost! with! the! expansion! of! legal!
practice! in! the!1970s!and!80s,43!but! the!neoliberal! turn!of! the!1990s!and! the!2000s!has!
clinched! its!supremacy!and!the!marginalization!of!alternative!discourses.!The!teaching!of!
market"based! knowledge! by! law! schools! satisfies! the! needs! of! the! labor!market! and! is!






to! include!more! compulsory! commercial! law!units…So! that’s! a!pressure,!
not! so!much! for! the! purpose! of! getting! funding! but! for! the! purpose! of!




of!a!social! justice!and!a!critical!orientation.44!The!high!cost!of!a! legal!education! induces!a!
narrow!instrumental!view!of!law!and!occludes!its!imaginative!and!reformist!potential.!The!
need! for! students! to! work! while! studying,45! with! one! eye! to! managing! debt,! has!
                                            
















focus! on! basic! doctrine.!When! a! choice! has! to! be!made,! the! social! is! deemed! to! be!
dispensable!because! its! inclusion! is!not!specified!by!the!admitting!authorities.!Separating!
law!from!its!socio"political!context!reifies!the!positivistic!myth!that!law!is!autonomous!and!
disconnected! from! the! social! forces! that! animate! it.! A! depoliticized! rules"oriented!
approach!belies!the!play!of!power!beneath!the!surface.47!Thus,!in!the!case!of!Individual!A!
versus! Corporation! B,! B! appears! to!win! because! of! application! of! the! rule,! rather! than!
because! it!had!a!monopoly!over! the!evidence,! in!addition! to!having!access! to!unlimited!
legal! resources.!A! renewed!emphasis!on!doctrine!with! its! façade!of!neutrality! therefore!
comports!very!well!with!market! liberalism.!The!ambivalence!surrounding! the! theoretical!
and!the!critical!allows!them!to!be!shed!relatively!easily!when!convenient!#!despite!the!best!
endeavors!of!committed! legal!scholars.!Feminist! legal!theory! is!an!example!of!an!area!of!
critical!scholarship!that!experienced!a!brief!flowering!and!is!now!claimed!to!have!had!little!
effect! on! the! law! curriculum! as! a! whole.48! Intellectual! diversity! encouraged! tentative!





                                                                                                                
<http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/higher_education/publications_resources/profiles/managing_study_and_work.
htm!>!
46! See!e.g.,!Melbourne!University’s! JD! is!a!2"year! full"fee!degree! for!graduates.!Monash!University! Law!School!
similarly!has!a! two"year!LLM,!and!Deakin!University!Law!School!a!2"year!LLB.!The!University!of!Melbourne!has!
restructured! its! law!degree!to!make! it!a!graduate!degree! for!all!students! in!2008.! In!other! law!schools,!a!trend!




equal!adversarial! system.! See!Marc!Galanter,!Why! the! “Haves”! come!out!ahead:!Speculations!on! the! Limits!of!
Legal!Change!LAW!&!SOCIETY!REVIEW!4!(1974"75).!A!primary!aim!of!the!Critical!Legal!Studies!movement!generally!
has!been!to!expose!the!seeming!invisibility!of!power!within!law.!See,!for!example,!the!essays!in!David!Kairys!ed.,!
THE! POLITICS! OF! LAW:! A! PROGRESSIVE! CRITIQUE! (1982).! CLS! paved! the! way! for! a! plethora! of! other! critical! and!
deconstructive!movements! in! law!which!were!keen!to!show!that! justice!was!not!blind.!See,!for!example,!NGAIRE!
NAFFINE,!LAW!&!THE!SEXES:!EXPLORATIONS!IN!FEMINIST!JURISPRUDENCE!(1990).!
48! ! Johnstone! and!Vignaendra,! supra,! note! 46.!Nickolas! James! analyses! the! reasons! for! the!marginalisation!of!
radical!scholarship!in!Australian!legal!education.!See!James,!supra,!note!30.!
49!!Ian!Duncanson,!Interdisciplinarity!in!the!Law!Discipline,!5!GRIFFITH!LAW!REVIEW!77,!80!(1996);!Ian!Duncanson,!The!
Ends! of! Legal! Studies,! 3! WEB! JOURNAL! OF! CURRENT! LEGAL! ISSUES! (1997),! available! at:!!
<http:webjcli.ncl.ac.uk/1997/issue3/duncan3.html>.!See!also,!John!Wade,!Legal!Education!in!Australia!#!Anomie,!
Angst,!and!Excellence,!39!JOURNAL!OF!LEGAL!EDUCATION!189,!192!(1989).!




their! traditional! range! of! optional! offerings,! as! well! as! a! commitment! to! small! group!
teaching.! Taking! in!more! students!was! the! typical! response! to! budget! shortfalls,! but! it!
simply!exacerbated!staff/student! ratios!and!compelled!changes! in! the! range!of!offerings!
and!modes!of!delivery.!Charles!Sampford!recounts!how!he!and!Christine!Parker!contacted!
all!law!schools!in!1993!to!ascertain!estimates!of!the!number!of!law!students!they!proposed!
to!enroll! in! the!next! five! years.50!Very! few!planned! to! increase! their! intakes,! and! some!
were!even!proposing!to!reduce!their!numbers.!A!change!of!government!and!the!slashing!of!




brought! about! clear! divisions! between! institutions.! Most! of! the! Sandstones! and! the!
Redbricks!are!doing!quite!well! in!the!new!regime!because!they!are!able!to!trade!on!their!
positional! goods! (augmented! through! public! funding! in! the! past)! and! metropolitan!
locations! to! attract! full"fee!payers,! although! there! is! little!evidence!of!distinctiveness! in!
their!legal!education.!‘McDonaldization’,!in!conjunction!with!the!uniform!admission!rules,!
has! induced! a! remarkable! greyness! among! law! schools.51! Rob! McQueen! has!
epigrammatically! referred! to! the!phenomenon!of! replication! that! typifies! law! schools!as!
‘the! culture! of! the! copy’.52! Rather! than! developing! curricular! distinctiveness,! the! élite!
schools!have!been!more! concerned! to! enhance! their! research! standing,!with! an! eye! to!
league! table! rankings.53!Research!not!only! augments!positional! goods! that!attracts!high!











53! !Despite! strong! criticism! of! crudity! as! a!measurement! of! quality! and! their! anti"diversity! propensity,! league!
tables!have!quickly!established!themselves!as!an! inevitable!dimension!of!the!modern!university! landscape.!See,!
e.g.,! Gavin! Moodie,! The! Research! Race,’! 2! JOURNAL! OF! THE! PUBLIC! UNIVERSITY! 3! (2005),! available! at:!!
<http://www.publicuni.org/jrnl/volume/2/journal_2_race.html>.! Law! school! rankings!have!also!been! subject! to!
trenchant!critique;!Margot!E!Young,!Making!and!breaking!Rank:!Some!Thoughts!on!recent!Canadian!Law!School!
Surveys,!20!WINDSOR!YEARBOOK!OF!ACCESS!TO!JUSTICE!311(2001);!D!A!Thomas,!The!Law!School!Rankings!are!harmful!
Deceptions:!A!Response! to! those!who!praise! the!Rankings!and!Suggestions! for!a!better!Approach! to!evaluating!
Law!Schools,!40!HOUSTON!LAW!REVIEW!419!(2003).!
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The! 3rd! Generations! are! caught! in! the!middle.! They! are! struggling! to! be! accepted! as!
research"active!institutions!but,!without!the!advantage!of!brand!name!and!capital!reserves!
to!fall!back!on,!they!have!had!to!take!in!large!numbers!of!students,!which!jeopardizes!their!
research!efforts.!At! least!one!Australian! law! school!has!abandoned! its!critical!and! social!




considerable!energy! in!enhancing! their! research!capability,!but! research!has!had! to! take!
second!place!to!teaching!as!they!struggled!to!make!ends!meet!because!student!places!are!
a!more! reliable! source!of! income! for! them.!Nevertheless,! they!are! left!with! the!weaker!
domestic! students!after! the!pool!has!been! cherry"picked!by! those! further!up! the! status!
ladder! because! they! frequently! lack! both! the! positional! goods! and! the! geographical!
location! to! be! competitive.!While! they!might! choose! to! rely! on! overseas! students! as! a!
source! of! full"fee! income,! the! English! language! skills! of! many! of! these! students! are!
academically!unsophisticated,! a! factor! that! is! contributing! to! the! technocratic! and! rule"!









As! for! the! humanities! and! social! sciences! generally,! effective! teaching! in! law! requires!





and! the! transmission!of! frozen!knowledge.!Rather! than! the! ‘sage!on! the! stage’,! the! law!
                                            
54!!For!a!case!study!of!the!trajectory!of!change!in!the!School!of!Law!and!Legal!Studies!at!La!Trobe!University,!see!




57! ! See!e.g.,!M! J!Dunkin,!A!Review!of!Research!on! Lecturing! !2!HIGHER!EDUCATION!RESEARCH!AND!DEVELOPMENT!63!
(1983);!GEORGE!BROWN!AND!MADELEINE!ATKINS,!EFFECTIVE!TEACHING! IN!HIGHER!EDUCATION!(1988);!NIRA!HATIVA,!TEACHING!
FOR!EFFECTIVE!LEARNING! IN!HIGHER!EDUCATION! (2000).!See!also,!Mary!Keyes!and!Richard! Johnstone,!Changing!Legal!
Education:!Rhetoric,!Reality!and!Prospects!for!the!Future,!26!SYDNEY!LAW!REVIEW!537!(2004).!




being!assessed!on! their!oral!performance! in!class.!As!a!result!of!what! James!refers!to!as!
‘pedagogicalism’,58!the!focus!shifted!from!the!substance!of!the!knowledge!to!the!form! in!
which! it!was!purveyed.!These!new!pedagogies!encouraged!a!variety!of! flexible!methods!




pedagogy! in!most! institutions,!albeit! that! the! chalk!has!been! replaced!with!Powerpoint.!
Some!academics!held!out!as! long!as! they!could!against! the! return!of! lectures!with! their!




introduced! small! group! teaching…Instead!of! a! large! lecture! and! the!odd!
tutorial,! classes!would! be! taught! in! seminars! of! 30"35.! It!was! far!more!
labor! intensive! to! teach! people! in! those! small! groups! and,! ultimately,! I!
think!we!discovered!we!were!soon!bankrupt!because! there!was!no!extra!
money! coming! from! the! university! to! us! for! doing! that.! We! had! this!
problem! of! having! these! extra! people! on! the! payroll! and! not! enough!
money!to!pay!everyone…We’ve!ended!up!instituting!small!group!teaching!
in!the!first!two!units.!Even!though!the!master!plan!was!that!it!was!going!to!






an! era!where! students! are! accustomed! to! 90"second!media! sound"bytes.! Indeed,! it! is!
unimaginable! that! lecturers! themselves! would! tolerate! their! peers! presenting! two! or!
three"hour! papers! at! conferences.! Lectures! mean! that! one! academic! can! ‘teach’! 500!
students! simultaneously,! and! possibly! many! more! in! distant! sites! through! on"line!
transmission! and! video"link.! There! appears! to! be! wide! acceptance! of! the! return! to! a!
lecture"based! pedagogy! in! the! name! of! efficiency.! The! focus! of! these! face"to"face!
marathons!is!on!coverage!and!endurance:!!
!
                                            
58!!James,!supra,!note!20.!
59! !Universities!are! subject! to!audit!on!a! five"year! cycle!by! the!Australian!Universities!Quality!Agency! (AUQA):!
<http://www.auqa.edu.au/aboutauqa>.!




course.! I’m!not! the!only!person! teaching! the!course!so!you!know!you’ve!
got! to!keep! in! step!with! the!other! teachers.!By! the!end!of! it,! there’s!no!
doubt!that!nothing!was!going!in,!but!there!I!was!up!the!front!going!through!
the!motions!to!get!through!the!material,!and!it’s!a!3pm"5pm!time!slot,!so!
looking! at! almost! glazed! eyes! by! the! last! half! hour! (Snr! Lecturer,!male,!
Redbrick).!
!
The! concept! of! ‘coverage’,! fostered! by! the! admitting! authorities! in! respect!of! specified!
areas! of! knowledge,! underpins! the! justification! for! lectures.! This! style! of! pedagogy!
















doesn’t! seem! relevant…and! the!other! thing! is! I’m!used! to! teaching! legal!
theory!in!a!seminar!context.!Here,!the!class!is!going!to!be!300!and!there’s!
going!to!be!two!lecture!groups!–!two!lectures!a!week!and!one!tutorial!and!
I’m!quite! alarmed! about! teaching! legal! theory!by!pontificating! from! the!
front!(Sen!Lecturer,!male,!Redbrick).!
!
The!movement! away! from! small! group! teaching! to! large! lectures! also! subtly! favors! a!
doctrinal!approach!over!questioning!and!reflection.!Students!believe!they!are!getting!value!
for!money! if! their! teachers! provide! them!with! information;! they! are! not! interested! in!
hearing!the!views!of!other!students!in!class!discussion.60!Not!only!is!interaction!difficult!in!
a!large!lecture!theatre,!but!there!is!a!tendency!to!go!for!the!lowest!common!denominator!
approach! because! the! lecturer! is! uncertain! about! the! level! of! understanding! within! a!
heterogeneous!group,!particularly!if!there!are!substantial!numbers!of!non"English!speaking!
                                            
60!!Johnstone!and!Vignaendra,!supra,!note!46,!271.!




values! associated! with! legal! education! has! largely! disappeared! in! the! face! of! market!
discourse.61!Hence,! law!schools!become!complicit! in!reifying! the!values!of! the!market!as!
students!are!prepared!for!life!as!good!technocratic!lawyers!on!the!corporate!track.!While!
the! majority! of! students! will! not! be! employed! by! the! corporate! firms,! this! sector!














The! ‘flexible! delivery’! of! courses! suits! the! customers! of! legal! education.! I! have! already!
referred!to!electronic!delivery,!with!its!ability!to!beam!anything!anywhere!at!any!time.!The!





to!manage! their!educational! loads! flexibly;! it!also!allows! students! to!get!
out!faster,!which!is!a!big!motive!(AsPro,!fem,!3rd!Generation).!
!
This! mode! of! delivery! had! its! genesis! in! coursework! masters! programmes! and! was!
designed! to!appeal! to!students! in! full"time!work!who! found! it!difficult!to!attend!campus!
regularly.!When!the!numbers!began!to!drop!off,!viability!of!the!subjects!was!retained!by!
                                            
61!!Goldsmith,!supra,!note!20,!726.!But!see!Johnstone!and!Vignaendra,!supra,!note!46.!
62!!Johnstone!and!Vignaendra,!supra,!note!46,!ch!4.!
63! ! See! e.g.,! Elizabeth!Handsley,!Gary!Davis! and!Mark! Israel,! Law! School! Lemonade:!Or! can! you! turn! External!
Pressures!into!Educational!Advantages?,!14!GRIFFITH!LAW!REVIEW!108!(2005).!While!the!negative!dimensions!of!the!
current! climate! suggest! the! sourness! of! lemons,! the! input! of! academic! creativity! is! the! sugar! that! produces!
lemonade.!While!the!authors’!course! in!constitutional! law!was!contracted,!they!developed!a!valuable!alternate!
pedagogy!through!the!formation!of!student!teams!that!fostered!collaborative!and!oral!skills.!!
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making! them!available! to!undergraduate!students! in! the!winter!or!summer!breaks.!Such!
courses!are!generally!offered!on!a!full"fee!basis!as!a!way!of!boosting!ailing!coffers.!!
!
Unsurprisingly,! there! is! a!well! founded! perception! among! students! that! intensives! are!
easier.!How!could!it!be!otherwise?!They!invariably!involve!less!time!in!which!serious!critical!
work!can!be!undertaken.! It! is! impossible! to! imagine!how!a!deep!approach! to! learning,64!








The! traditional!means!of! assessing! law! students! is!by! final! examination,! a!mode! that! is!
peculiarly!suited! to! the!cramming!and!regurgitation!of!doctrine,!the!paradigm!of!passive!
learning.!Continuous!assessment,! including!class!participation!and!research!essays,!was!a!






Even! the!word! ‘essay’!carries!such!a!weight!of!baggage! that!some!participants!said! that!
they!no!longer!used!it.!Nevertheless,!as!Martha!Nussbaum!points!out,!it!is!through!writing!
essays,!not!examinations,!that!students!acquire!the!skill!of!mounting!careful!arguments.65!
‘Massification’! and! the! increased! staff/student! ratio! have! compelled! a! reversion! to!




                                            




66! !See!e.g.,!Justin!Zobel,!“Uni!Cheats!Racket”:!A!Case!Study! in!Plagiarism! Investigation,!(Paper!presented!at!the!
Sixth!Australasian!Computing! Education!Conference,!Dunedin,2004)!30!CONFERENCES! IN!RESEARCH!AND!PRACTICE! IN!
INFORMATION! TECHNOLOGY! (2004).! So!widespread! and! sophisticated! has! plagiarism! become! that! there! is! now! a!
journal! dedicated! to! it.! See! Plagiary:! Cross"Disciplinary! Studies! in! Plagiarism,! Fabrication! and! Falsification,!
available!at:!<http:www.plagiary.org>.!
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There!is!less!emphasis,!I!would!have!to!say,!on!research!assignments,!that!
is,! the!written!assignments!are!more! likely! to!be!problem"based!and!are!
more! likely! to!be! a! synthesis!of! available!material! rather! than! research.!
That! is!very!much!a!matter!of!reduced! library!resources,!reduced!student!
time!commitment!and!our! inability!to!supervise,!and!a! lot!of! it!has!to!do!
with!plagiarism…Students! come!out!with! less! research! skills!–! you! know!
that!thing!of!going!out!and!doing!something!on!your!own,!but!also!getting!
some! supervision,! is! lost.! It!was!only! available! to!a! few!anyway,!but! it’s!
available!to!fewer!(AsPro,!fem,!3rd!Generation).!
!




Because! I!have!120!students! that! I!am!dealing!with!by!myself,! I!changed!
the!assessment! from!examination!or! research!essay! to! three!2,000!word!
pieces…This!means! that! I!have!spent!a! large!number!of!Sundays!marking!






















It! is!clear!that!the!writing!of!critical!essays! is!no! longer!perceived!to!be!a!non"negotiable!
element! of! law! school! culture.! A! focus! on! doctrinalism,! known! knowledge! and! ‘right!
answers’!has!replaced!the!questioning!voice.!If!an!essay!is!required,!students!struggle!with!
it!because!it!runs!counter!to!the!pervasive!culture!of!technocentrism:!




instance,! I!have! an! essay!question!where! I! say,! is! there,! can! there!be! a!
feminist!methodology,! or!what! does! this! entail,! or!whatever…The! book!
review!stresses!students!because!they!have!never!been!asked!to!assess,!to!
critically! think!about!a!piece!of!work.!Usually! they! just! regurgitate.!They!
perform!marvelously!on! it,!but!we!always!have!complaints,!very!stressed!
students.!Then,! I!have!an!assignment!where! I! really!ask! them! to! think.! I!
give!them!the!option!of!coming!back!to!me!with!essay!topics!and!usually!





















There! has! been! a! decline! in! faith! in! the! institutions! of! civil! society! in! the!West,!which!
includes!universities.67!This!is!manifest!in!the!popular!discourse!of!anti"elitism,68!which!has!
become!more!overt!with!the!ascendancy!of!neoliberalism,!with!its!conservative!as!well!as!
its!applied!philosophy.!These!socio"political! factors!have!undoubtedly!contributed! to! the!
fact! that! the! preponderance! of! law! students! are! less! engaged! with! their! study! as! an!
                                            
67! ! See! e.g.,! Raymond!Gaita,! Breach! of! Trust:! Truth,!Morality! and! Politics,! 16!QUARTERLY! ESSAY! 1(2004);!Onora!
O’Neill,!A!Question!of!Trust!(BBC!Reith!Lectures,!2002);!Henry!A!Giroux,!Neoliberalism,!Corporate!Culture,!and!the!
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been! compelled! to! respond! to! the! power! of! the! consumers.! The! twin! variables! of!
‘massification’! and! under"funding! have! inevitably! affected! not! just! the! content! and!
pedagogy!of!legal!education,!but!also!the!caliber!of!the!student!body:!
!
I!was!coordinating!a! first!year!subject!when! the!university!decided! to!go!





There’s! a! desperate! attempt!by!our! colleagues! to!maintain! content! and!
standard,! but! a! growing! realization! that! it! can’t! be! done! and,!more! in!
sorrow! than! anger,!we! ditch! things.!Mooting! electives! are! just! so! time"
consuming…The! tail! is! getting! longer,! that’s!my! feeling.!Whereas! you’d!
have!maybe! four! or! five! students! in! a! group! of! 25! that!were!marginal,!
that’s! now! creeping! up! to!maybe! 10! or! 15,! so! you! have! this! disjointed!




‘Massification’! is! a! vexed! issue! in! the! context!of! standards,! as! it!merges!with! the!more!
positive! concept! of! ‘democratization’,!which! has! undeniably! accorded! opportunities! to!
many!who!would!have!been!denied!access!in!the!past.!The!result!is!a!much!more!diverse!
student!body.69!However,!diversity! is!not!simply!a!question!of!gender,!race!and!class,!but!
also! goes! to! ability! and! how! well! prepared! students! are! for! university! study.! Sheer!
numbers!preclude!academics!from!devoting!the!time!to!pastoral!care!that!they!once!could.!
Instead!of!offering!remedial!assistance!to!those!who!might!need!it,!the!favored!course!has!
been! for! law!schools!to!adapt!their!teaching.!The! lowering!of!standards!has!affected!the!
Sandstones,! the!Redbricks!and! the!3rd!Generations,!as!well!as! the!News.!Once! students!
appreciate! the! extent! of! their! consumer! power,! they! recognize! that! they! are! able! to!
influence!what!is!taught!and!how!it!is!taught:!
                                            
69! !For!valuable!research!on!the!relationship!between!New!universities!and!diversity!within!the!student!body! in!
the!UK,! see!Hilary!Sommerlad,!Researching!and!Theorizing! the!Processes!of!Professional! Identity!Formation,!34!
JOURNAL!OF!LAW!AND!SOCIETY!190!(2007).!
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Because! they! are! putting! out!money! and! their! parents! are! putting! out!
money,!they!have!high!expectations!as!to!what!they!are!going!to!get!and!I!




lectures! to!much! simpler!material;! the! concrete! stuff! is!being! left!out!of!
the!course!because!it’s!hard.!The!students!don’t!want!to!do!anything!that!
is!too!hard…They!want!it!all!handed!to!them;!they!want!a!summary!of!the!





reduced! from! a! semester! to! a! week;! and! if! the! assessment! changes! from! reflective!
research"based! essays! to! the! regurgitation! of! known! knowledge! in! exams,! or! even!
computer"based!multiple!choice!tests,! law! lecturers!aver!that! it! is!not!their!fault,!for!the!
explanation! lies! elsewhere.! The! general! public! evinces! concern! about! the! deliberate!
manipulation! of! entry! scores! and! pass!marks! if! it! appears! that! access! is! arbitrary! and!
inequitable,! but! there! is! little! concern! for! the! systemic! inequities! arising! from! the!
structural!effects!of!the!market!on!the!curriculum!and!pedagogy.!The!former!is!understood!
as! corruption,!while! the! latter! is! accepted! as! evidence! of! the! normal!workings! of! the!





of! pressure! to! lower! the! tertiary! entry! scores! for! domestic! students! and! subsequent!
complaints!when!university! failure!rates!were!too!high.!The! lowering!of!entry!scores!has!
been!effected!to!attract!full"fee!students,!who!are!otherwise!unable!to!meet!competitive!
entry! requirements.70!Courses! involving! full"fee!paying! students!have!generated! tales!of!
preferential!treatment,!marking!scams!and!‘dumbing!down’!for!some!years.71!!
!
                                            





15!May!2002,!43;!Brian!Martin,! Justice! Ignited:!The!Dynamics!of!Backfire! (2006).!See!also,!Senate!Employment,!
Workplace!Relations,!Small!Business!and!Education!References!Committee,!Australia,!Universities!in!Crisis!(2001)!
150"60.!
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Also! questionable! is! the! fact! that! students! admitted!on! a! full"fee!basis!may!be! able! to!
transfer!to!a!government"funded!place!after!a!year!or!so,!thereby!circumventing!the!high!
entry! requirements! for! law.! While! the! extension! of! the! income"contingent! FEE"HELP!




agencies! and! internal! measures! for! auditing! quality! control! of! teaching! have! been!
established!specifically!to!assuage!public!concern!about!the!falling!standards.73!However,!if!
students!are!now!customers!who!pay! substantial! fees! for!a! ‘product’,! is! it!ethical! to! fail!
them?!!
!
Rather! than! embarking! on! an! intellectual! journey! of! discovery,! students! now! see!
themselves!as! the!passive! recipients!of!a! course!of!pre"digested! information,!which!will!
guarantee!passing! grades! and! receipt!of! a! testamur.! It! is!no! longer! the!norm! that! they!
should! go!off! and! research! a! topic,! form! an!opinion! and! then! come! along! to! class! and!
defend! a! position.! Despite! the! increased! rhetoric! pertaining! to! quality! teaching! and!
student"focused! learning,! ‘there! is! the! idea! that! a! good! teacher! will! give! an! answer,!
whereas!a!bad!teacher!will!make!you!do!your!own!work’!(Lecturer,!fem,!New).!The!idea!of!
the! student"customer! purchasing! a! product! with! minimum! effort! has! replaced! the!
understanding!of!a!degree!having!to!be!earned.!Unsurprisingly,!black! letter! law! is!all!the!







I! have! no! doubt! that! the! best!way! to! get! better! student! assessments,!




don’t.! It’s!easy! to!put!your! lecture!notes!up!on! the!web!under! the!guise!
that!when! they! come! to! the! seminar,! they’ve! read!everything!and! there!
will! be! this! exciting! dynamic! exchange.!Well,! that! doesn’t! happen;! they!









The!market!has!also! induced!grade! inflation.!Students!expect!top!grades! in!exchange!for!
the!high!price! they!are!paying,!and! they!will!harass!their! lecturers! for!more!marks,!even!
when!the!work! is!mediocre.!They!are!also!much!more! likely!to!pursue!formal!avenues!of!
appeal! as! a! corollary!of! their! consumer! rights.!Participants!everywhere! adverted! to! the!
way! complaints!had!proliferated!within! a! rights"driven! framework.! If! students!have!not!
received!a!high!grade,!the!inference!is!that!they!have!been!badly!taught.!Law!schools!may!
capitulate!because! they! cannot!afford! to!have! their!brand!name! tarnished!by!aggrieved!
students!going!public!with!their!complaints.!A!culture!of!complaint!has!been!fostered!by!a!









I’m! a! customer! of! the! university! and! I’m! going! to! exercise! my! rights’!
(AsPro,!male,!New).!
!






described!by!Bill!Readings!as!having!been!disconnected! from! reason!and! culture,!which!
formerly!gave!it!meaning!in!the!context!of!the!university.75!Not!only!does!the!teaching!of!
technocratic! law! induce! conformity! according! to! the!market! ethos,76! it! suppresses! the!
questioning!voice!regarding! law’s!role! in! facilitating!dubious!practices!within!the!market.!
The! technocratic!or!applied!approach! thereby! induces!a!kind!of! intellectual!myopia! that!
desensitizes!students!to!the!ramifications!of!social!justice.77!!
!
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Universities!and!academics!are!complicit!in!the!new!regime.!The!paradox!of!more!students!
and! less! funding! translates! into!everyone!having! to!do!more!with! less.!Workloads!have!
increased!–!in!terms!of!number!of!hours!of!face"to"face!teaching,!class!sizes!and!pieces!of!





increased! bureaucratization!of! teaching! and! learning! so,! in! the!name!of!
accountability,!staff!are!increasingly!being!asked!to!teach!in!the!same!way,!
with! the! same! structure,! so! that!universities’!quality!assurance! concerns!
are!taken!care!of.!At!this!university,!they!have!just!started!to!go!down!the!
path!of!outcome"based! learning!which!our! secondary! schools!have!done!
for!a!while!(AsPro,!fem,!Sandstone).!
!
Law!generates! comparatively! little! research!money!via! industry! linkages!compared!with,!
say,! science!and!engineering.!However,! the!discipline! seeks! to!make!up! for! its!deficient!
entrepreneurialism!by! training!ever! increasing!numbers!of! legal! technocrats!to!serve!the!
new!knowledge!economy.!Law! is!attractive!to!universities!because! it! is!known!to!bring! in!
good!quality!students!and,!most!significantly,!it!is!widely!believed!that!it!can!be!offered!‘on!
the!cheap’.78!The!fiction!purveyed!by!university!managers!is!that!all!that!is!needed!is!a!few!
lecturers,!who! can! transmit! orthodox! legal! knowledge! en!masse,! and! a! few! law!books,!
although!even!those!are!becoming!optional!with!reliance!on!electronic!data!bases.!Thus,!
apart! from! its! ideological! role! in! supporting! the! new! knowledge! economy,! the! law!





research! as! substantial! financial! benefits! flow! to! institutions! from! its! production.!More!
particularly,! the!primary! focus! is!on! securing! ‘inputs’,! that! is,! competitive!grant! income,!
rather! than! ‘outputs’! from! the! research,!unless!valuable!patents!are! likely! to!eventuate.!
Cutting!corners!in!teaching!is!therefore!a!corollary!of!the!increasing!emphasis!on!research.!
                                            
78! !No!precise!data! is! available! to! support! the! contention! that! it! is! cheaper! to! teach! law! students! than! social!
science!students.!Indeed!a!study!conducted! in!Melbourne! in!1989!found!to!the!contrary.!See!the!reference!to!a!





improved! conditions!were! shortlived! for! some! insitutions.! See,! for! example,! Council! of!Australian! Law!Deans!
(CALD),!The!Funding!of!Law!Schools:!Resource!Document!for!Deans!(2000).!
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Despite! law’s!averred!weakness! in!attracting!research!funds!–!and!securing!patents!–!the!
discipline! is!anxious!not!to!be!relegated!to! ‘teaching!only’!status,!an! image! it!has!sought!
valiantly! to! avoid.! Consequently,! the! desire! to! be! research! active! and! attract! research!
funding!is!another!driver!of!contemporary!teaching!practice.!!
!
Managerialism! is! the!new! site!of!governmentality,!a! concept! identified!by!Foucault!as!a!
form!of!disciplinary!power! involving!systems!of!expertise!and!technology!for!the!purpose!
of!political! control.80!What! is! significant!about! the! concept!of!governmentality! is! that! it!
includes! disciplining! the! self,! not! just! others.! That! is,! the! managed! (academics)! soon!
internalize!the!behavior!of!those!who!are!watching!them!so!that!they!become!their!own!




harnessed! by! the! state.82! Bureaucratic! knowledge! rather! than! legal! scholarship! now!
occupies! the! dominant! position! within! the! corporate! university.! Reflecting! this! crucial!
change,!senior! line!managers!have!quickly!become!the!élite!within!universities,!replacing!
professors.83!The! task!of! line!managers! in! the!new!corporatized!university! is! to!appraise!
academics!regularly!in!order!to!ensure!that!they!are!‘productive’.!This!is!evaluated!in!terms!
of! what! Lyotard! terms! ‘performativity’;! a! practice! he! defines! as! the! process! of!
‘optimization!of! the! relationship!between! input!and!output’.84!However,!everything! that!
academics!do!is!not!equally!valued.!Quantifiable!outputs!that!are!easily!measured,!such!as!
numbers!of!research!grants,!publications,!PhD!completions!and!classes!taught!are!likely!to!
be! rated!more! highly! than! intangible! goods,! such! as! thinking,!which! is! deemed! to! be!
unproductive! within! a! per! formative! environment.85! Pastoral! care,! which! is! also! not!
                                            
80!Michel! Foucault,! ‘Governmentality’! in! Graham! Burchell,! Colin! Gordon! and! Peter!Miller! (eds),! The! Foucault!
Effect:!Studies!in!Governmentality,!with!Two!Lectures!by!and!an!Interview!with!Michel!Foucault!(1991).!!
81!!MICHEL!FOUCAULT,!DISCIPLINE!AND!PUNISH:!THE!BIRTH!OF!THE!PRISON!207!(Alan!Sheridan!trans.,!1991)!!
82! ! The! new! approaches! to! the! governance! of! universities! emerges! from!New! Public!Administration! (NPM),! a!
constellation!of! ideas!associated!with!reform!of!public!administration! in!the!UK,!but!borrowed!from!the!private!
sector,!and!now!accepted!by!neoliberal!governments!everywhere!as! rational,!non"partisan!and!pragmatic.!See!
e.g.,! PETER! SELF,! GOVERNMENT! BY! THE! MARKET?! THE! POLITICS! OF! PUBLIC! CHOICE! (1993);! Kathleen! D! Hall,! Science,!
Globalization,! and! Educational! Governance:! The! Political! Rationalities! of! the! New!Managerialism! 12! Indiana!
Journal!of!Global!Legal!Studies!158(2005).!















that! thrive!behind! the! closed!doors!of! the! ‘enterprise!university’.87!The! scapegoating!of!
dissidents! and! whistleblowers! sends! a! powerful!message! to! colleagues! who!might! be!
wavering.! They! know! that! everyone! is! dispensable! –! in! favor! of! someone! younger! and!
cheaper.!The! trend! in! favor!of!casualization! illustrates! the!point.! It!not!only!means!cost"
savings,!but!also!the!employment!of!staff!with!little!loyalty!or!commitment.!Casual!staff!are!
employed! to! fill! teaching! gaps,! not! to! be! critical.! They!may! be! postgraduate! students!
aspiring!to!academic!careers,!in!which!case!their!future!is!contingent!on!the!good!graces!of!
managers! (sometime!senior!academics).88!Like!docile!workers!on! the!assembly! line,! they!
are!expected! to!serve! the!corporate!mission!without!question! if! they!wish! to!keep! their!
jobs.! The! threat! of! redundancy,! which! hangs! like! a! Damoclean! sword! over! academic!
workers! in! the! prevailing! culture! of! insecurity,! is! a! very! effective! weapon! in! ensuring!
compliance!with! the! values! of! the! neoliberal! legal! academy,! but! it! does! not! guarantee!
loyalty!to!the!institution:!
!
When!a! senior!academic! today! talked!about! sacking!people…I!didn’t! see!










The!blunting!of! law! students’! critical! sensibilities! through! the! contraction!of! theoretical!
and! social! justice! subjects! is! designed! to! maximize! profits.! The! move! to! a! user"pays!
                                            
86!!For!an!insightful!consideration!of!the!way!the!corporatized!academy!is!effecting!a!remasculinisation!of!the!legal!
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philosophy! of! higher! education! ensures! that! cash"strapped! law! schools,! as! well! as!
students,! have! a! vested! interest! in! the! instantiation! of! the! new! regime.! Competition!
between! law! schools,! institutionalized! through! league! tables! discourages! collaboration,!
even!though!it!would!be!economically!rational!for!them!to!collaborate.!The!focus!tends!to!
be!on!what! is!going! to!enhance!a! school’s! competitive!advantage! in! the!market!and! its!
position!on!league!tables,!not!what!is!best!for!the!discipline!as!a!whole.!Academic!freedom,!





I! agree! with! Andrew! Goldsmith! that! legal! education! is! ‘in! crisis’,89! but! can! it! be!
resuscitated?!As!the!market!has!insidiously!entered!the!soul!of!contemporary!society,!it!is!
impossible!to!hold!any!one! individual!or!entity!responsible!for!the!state!of!things.! I!have!
shown! how! the! market! discourse! operates! in! various! sites,! which! renders! resistance!
difficult,!if!not!impossible.!The!ideology!of!the!market!has!so!quickly!normalized!itself!that!







liberalism,!with! its! commitment! to! collective!good,!equality!and! social!welfare,! is! in! the!
ascendancy,!it!engenders!ressentiment!on!the!part!of!the!rich!and!powerful!who!feel!that!
their!power!is!attenuated.!They!then!attack!and!demean!social!liberalism!as!a!sanctuary!for!





The! metaphor! of! the! pendulum! may! appear! somewhat! simplistic! in! light! of! the!
complexities!of!globalization!and! the! inequality!of! the!power! relations!between! the! two!
poles,! but! it! also! provides! a! ray! of! hope.! If! the! ressentiment! of! the! opponents! of!
neoliberalism!is!great!enough,!there!could!be!a!reversion!to!some!form!of!social!liberalism,!
which!includes!the!idea!of!the!university!as!a!public!good.!The!trouble!is!that,!at!this!stage,!
the! pendulum! shows! no! sign! of! swinging! unaided,! despite! the! damage! that! is! being!








producing! a! generation! of! lawyers! who! fit! rather! too! well! the! avaricious! and! amoral!
caricature.!
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